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Introduction
Dental X-ray imaging is one of the m ost com mon and low cost ways to get the image (information) of teeth. The X-ray images can be used in computer applications such as hum an identification systems or assisting in clinical aspects like dental diagnosis systems and dental treat ment systems. However, to analysis such an X-ray image, we need to use some process on the images to obtain the information. Most important image-processing procedure used for analyzing medical images and computer-aided medical diagnosis systems is image segmentation [1] .
Segm entation of such medical im ages has m ore diffi culty in process due to a vast variety in topologies, the intricacy of medical structures, and poor im age qualities caused by some conditions such as noise, low contrast, and similarity of body tissues, some sort of artifacts, and lim itation of scanning methods, which results in u n s u c cessful segm entation. "Seg m en tatio n subdivides an image into its constituent regions or object" [2] . In other definition, im age segm entation procedure is defined as the process of extracting region of interest (ROI) from the im age background. There are two basic properties w hich generally im age segm entation approaches are based on, one of these two intensity values are: sim ilar ity and discontinuity. The major approaches in the first methods are based on segmenting an im age into regions that are similar according to a set of predefined criteria. The approach of second m ethods is to segment an image based on sudden changes in intensity, such as edges in an image [3] . We can classify the segmentation methods based on the pixel values and their relationships into three areas; pixel-based, edge-based, and region-based. In pixel-based approaches, the classification is based on pixel gray-level values in images. Edge-based segmenta tion approaches are based on abrupt changes of intensity values in image areas. And, region-based segmentation methods are based on differences in predefined values of neighboring pixels in the image. Figure 1 demonstrates the classification of segmentation approaches. Moreover, w e can classify another group as "H ybrid " w hich is based on combination of other methods.
Analysis of dental X-ray images has some difficulty in com parison w ith other m edical im ages w hich makes segm en tation a m ore challengin g process. The d if ficulties are like: sample of artifacts, im pacted teeth, variations of tooth, space between missing tooth, and also problem s in imaging process. Figure 2 illustrates the difficulties w hich can appear on teeth images. Due to these problems, still finding the accurate and proper method in the segm entation of dental X-ray im ages is a challenging process. Nonetheless, m any surveys on medical image processing have been published in differ ent journals, but none of them focused on dental X-ray images. To overcome this lack, in this review paper, the various approaches of image segmentation techniques that are widely used in the area of computer vision with application to dental X-ray im ages are reviewed and discussed. The segm entation m ethods that have been done on dental X-ray im ages are as follows: 1. Thresholding m ethods 2. Active counter or snake method 3. Level set methods 4. Clustering methods 5. Region growing
Dental X-ray Image Segmentation Approaches
Segmentation is one of the essential steps in dental X-ray image analysis applications. In dental image viewpoint, segmentation is to identify and classify individual tooth in the dental X-ray image or parts of the tooth such as a crown and a root. Each tooth or part of each tooth extracted from the image illustrates the ROI that includes important data which will be used in later steps in any applications. Image segmentation methods have been improved in the past several decades but it remains a complex and challeng ing process due to differences in the images. A proposed segmentation method on one problem area m ay perform well but on another problem area may perform weak and not considerable. Therefore, it is very difficult to obtain a certain segmentation method that is comprehensively suitable for an extension of problem areas [4] .
A suitable and proper segmentation method is an impor tant phase of medical im age analysis and it is necessary to obtain the accurate and assured result in any applica tion on m edical area. In this study, w e use three sample dental X-ray images for test of these approaches, which the im ages are intraoral and exteraoral. The im ages are original and enhancement is not applied [ Figure 3 ]. The result shows the performance of each approach.
Segmentation Using Thresholding Method
Thresholding is the sim plest and fastest pixel-based method. There are m any techniques in thresholding. The simplest technique in thresholding is to partition ing the im age histogram into two areas and assigning the single global threshold " T " [ Figure 4 ]. Segmentation is then performed by sequentially scanning the image pixels and labeling each pixel as the foreground or background. Labeling is based on value of pixel in gray level, whether it is greater than " T " value or lesser than it [2] . If its value is higher than threshold value, then the pixel will be considered as "foreground" and if it is lesser than threshold value, then pixel will be considered as "background." The foreground pixels will set to the w hite pixels and background pixels w ill set to black pixels in the im age [5] .
Thresholding is sim ple and suitable for the im ages which contain solid objects w ith uniform brightness on background. Selection of appropriate threshold value is im portant to the success of thresholding process [6] . For simplicity and without loss of generality, we assume that a global single threshold T is used to segment the image into two regions: 0 = foreground and 1 = background. A predicate function P can be defined as follows:
Thus, the pixels labeled 1 belong to the foreground and the pixels labeled 0 belong to background of images. Figure 5 shows the result of applied global thresholding method.
Adaptive Thresholding Technique
Som etimes, it is not possible to segment an im age w ith a single global threshold. This might happen in an image w ith a varied background and ununiform ed bright ness. Instead of applying a single global threshold to all pixels in the image, adaptive thresholding changes the threshold dynamically over the image. In local adaptive thresholding, each pixel is considered to have an n x n neighborhood around it, from w hich a threshold value is calculated (from the m ean or m edian of these values) and the pixel set to black or w hite, according to whether it is below or above this local threshold, TL. The size of the neighborhood, n, has to be large enough to cover « 8 c Figure 3 : (a) Intraoral bitew ing dental X-ray image; (b) Intraoral periapical dental X -ray im age and (c) Extraoral panoramic dental X-ray image. sufficient foreground and background pixels so that the effect of noise is minimal, but not too large that uneven illum ination becom es noticeable w ithin the neighbor hood. Often the technique is even more successful when the local threshold, TL, is chosen as
where, C is a constant. The method is not unsupervised since values for the param eters n and C m ust be chosen [ Figure 6 ].
Iterative Thresholding Technique
Since m ost of the applications typically have enough variability betw een images. Even global thresholding is an appropriate m ethod, but an algorithm w ith ability of automatic estimation of a threshold value for each image is necessary. The algorithm of the iterative thresholding approach is as following: 1. Select an initial value, T 2. Segment the im age based on T value. Produces two groups of pixels G1 w ith pixels intensity values >T, and G2 w ith pixels values <T 3. Compute the m ean intensity values m1 and m 2 for each group in G1 and G2 4. Compute new threshold value as 1. T = % (m1 + m2) 5. Repeat steps 2 to 4 until the difference between the values of T in successive iterations is smaller than a predefined parameter AT. (Parameter AT used to control the number of iteration).
If the param eter AT is large, then the iteration of algo rithm is less. The initial threshold value m ust be greater than m inim um and less than the m axim um of inten sity level in the image. Therefore, to choose the initial threshold value better to select the average intensity of an image. Rider and Calvard [7] introduced an iterative method that finds the optimal threshold such that the threshold is equidistant to the two classes.
There are m any research works, which have been used the thresholding methods in segmentation process [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . For segmentation of dental X-ray im ages, O. Nomir and AbdelMottaleb [8-10] performed iterative thresholding followed by adaptive thresholding to segment the teeth from background and bone areas. They start the iterative threshold value by selecting the initial threshold based on the estimated threshold value from an area around the edges because of high contrast pixels. To obtain a new threshold for separating the image into the teeth area and background areas and also to achieve the m ean grey values for the two areas, they used segmented origi nal image by initial threshold. The average of the two m ean values is a new threshold value. For enhancement of segmentation, the adaptive threshold is applied to the result of masked original image w ith binary image. inside the given area of pixels. The proposed technique on dental bite-wing X-ray im ages shows the significant teeth segmentation result. However, the failure of images segmentation suffered due to the poor quality and noises in the images. In [14] , they used three threshold values to produce the m ost qualified ROIs values as follows: Tj = m ean (filtered im age), T2 = 0.66TX , T3 = 0.33T However, using a single threshold value might lose some information and affect the result. In [12, 13] , after enhance ment of original X-ray images, they used canny edge detec tion to detect all the edges, then they applied the iterative thresholding approach by utilizing the average intensity of the edge pixel as an initial threshold value to achieve the areas of teeth and background. Finally, they applied an edge operator to each ROI followed by equal sampling and B-spline fitting to get the contour of each tooth; the method they used to perform m uch better for handling uneven illuminated images. The drawback of this method is that it is computationally expensive and, therefore, is not appropriate for real-time applications [ Figure 7 ].
Summary and Discussion of Thresholding Methods
The simplicity of thresholding methods leads to im ple m entation that is highly fast and can even be im ple mented in hardware, which involves minimal implemen tation and computational requirement [15] . The threshold value can be chosen by analyzing the shape of the image histogram. It is not suitable for noisy images and also sensitive to image artifacts that alter the true intensity distribution [16] . Some preprocessing techniques such as image enhancement of images would be desirable to get better results in segmentation. For more and complete information about thresholding m ethods and threshold value selection, readers are referred to [17, 18] .
Segmentation Using Active Counter (Snake Method)
The concept of active contours (snake) method for image segmentation is entirely simple. The user must specify an initial point for the image contour, which can move from image-driven forces to the boundaries of the desired objects. This method contains two types of forces; the internal forces, which is defined inside the curve, and performs the smoothness of model during the deform a tion process. The external forces are defined to move the model outside of initial curve and toward the object boundary [19] . Kass [20] developed a new approach for image segmentation and it w as able to solve a large class of segmentation problems. He proposed the idea of a snake, w hich w as an active contour model using an energy minim izing spline guided by external constraint forces and influenced by image forces that pull it toward features such as lines and edges. This method w as suc cessful in performing tasks such as edge detection, corner detection, m otion tracking, and stereo matching.
An active contour or snake is a controlled continuity contour which elastically snaps around and encloses a target object by locking onto its edges. It is possible to control the snake through energy function. The snake is active because it is continuously evolving so as to reduce its energy. To evolve the snake to have particular prop erties needs to specify the proper energy function. The method can easily be extended to dynamic im age data and three-dimensional im age data. The energy function in snake has two parts, the internal and external ener gies. Thus,
The internal energy relies on the natural characteristics of the snake, such as its length or curvature. The exter nal energy depends on factors such as image structure and particular constraints the user has imposed. If we want the snake to shrink like an elastic band, we need to define an internal energy that increases w ith its length. U ser-defined control points, approxim ately equally spaced, specify the starting position of the snake, which should be a reasonable approximation to its desired posi tion; the internal energy function can be taken as the sum of the squares of the distances between adjacent control points, to simulate springs w hich obey H ooke's Law connecting the control points. The sum is multiplied by an adjustable constant, K, corresponding to the strength of the springs. Thus,
where, i is the index of the control point w ith coordi nates (xi, yi). Because the snake is a loop, control point 0 is the same as control point N. The corresponding forces on the ith control point, obtained by differentiating the energy function, are given by
Such forces pull a control point toward its two nearest neighbors. Geometrically, the force is toward the average position of the neighbors. Such forces applied to every control point will pull the snake inward and will pull the control points into line with one another, smoothing the snake. To adjust the position of the snake, the forces are used to act on each control point. The dynamics of the snake implem ented by m oving each control point by an amount proportional to the force acting on it at each time step. Thus, the updating equations are given by
W here, C is another user-defined constant, w hich deter mines the distance of point m ove for a given force. The elastic force rapidly pulls the snake into a smooth oval, w hich keeps contracting. Now consider the external energy of the snake, which determines its relationship to the image. Suppose, to latch the snake on the bright structures in the im age, the external energy function is minus the sum of the gray levels of the pixels covered by the snake. Reducing this energy function will m ove the snake toward brighter parts of the image. Thus,
where, Pi is the pixel value of the ith pixel and the con stant k is user-defined. The force that this produces has a rather simple approximation:
The control point is pulled to positive x direction when the pixel in direction of increasing x is brighter than the pixel in direction of decreasing x and as well for y. Useful snakes use more sophisticated estim ate of the gray level gradient to prevent the effects of very local structure. W hen energies are added into their associated forces, snakes start w ith a closed curve and minimize the total energy function to deform until they reach their optimal state. In general, the initial contour should be fairly close to the final contour but does not have to fol low its shape in detail: the active contour/snake method is semi-automatic since it requires the user to m ark an initial contour.
The main advantage of the active contour method is that it results in closed coherent areas with smooth boundaries, whereas in other methods, the edge is not guaranteed to be continuous or closed. However, conventional snake model algorithms suffer from the inability to mold a contour to severe concavities in an object and they often generate unwanted contour loops; more recent loop-free snake algo rithms have been developed to prevent these problems [6] .
In [21] , they used window-based adaptive thresholding to segment the enhanced im ages to minimize the influ ence of uneven intensity and noise in the bone regions.
To overcom e the problem of variation in quality of dental im ages, they perform snake method to refine the contours and obtain more reliable results by using the external energy function for leading the snake toward the boundaries of teeth. As following equation:
In [22] to detect the contour of teeth, they performed two algorithm s, active contours w ithout edges that proposed by [23] and also snakes method. The result of snake method in their experiments clearly shows that it is not able to detect the contour of m any tooth entities in dental images and extracted contours does not fit tightly around the actual boundary of teeth and perhaps due to the implicit lim itations of the snake-based evaluation technique. But the result of extracted contours obtained by using proposed active contour without edges method in their experiments demonstrate the contours tightly fit enough on the boundaries of teeth [ Figure 8 ].
Summary and Discussion of Active Contour Method
The m ain advantage of snake's m odels is the ability of snakes to give a linear description of the object shape during the time of convergence without adding extra processing [24] . But w hat scientifically limits the use of snakes is the need of the method to have strong image gradients to be able to drive the contour [25] . It is able to generate directly the closed parametric curve by calcu lating the external force from the im age [26] . And, also for robustness against noises, it includes a smoothness constraint. Nevertheless, the result of this method is very sensitive to the replacem ent of the initial contour, as it is m anually perform ed [27] . Moreover, the difficulty in initialization and poor convergence to boundary con cavities has lim ited its utility [28] . The snake is always attached to the strong edge in the above external image forces. However, this m ay not be a good behavior for medical im age segmentation. For exam ple, the active contour for the low contrast boundary may be attached to the nearby higher contrast structures [29] .
Segmentation Using Level Set Method
The level set m ethod w as p roposed b y O sher and J. Sethian for "front propagation, being applied to models of ocean waves and burning flam es" [30] . And, Malladi applied it for m edical im aging purposes [31] . Level set m ethods have attracted m ore and m ore attention of researchers from different areas [32] [33] [34] . The concept of the level set method is to enclose a curve within a surface. Because of robust detection in image characteristics such as corners and topological changes, the level set method has been used extensively. The segm entation boundary can be defined as a part of the surface where the contour level is 0, i.e. the zero level set. Let 9 represent the implicit surface such that
W here, x is a position in our domain (the image), t is time, and d is the distance between position x and the zero level set. The sign in front of d is positive if x is outside the zero level set. Otherwise, the sign is negative.
To move the level set surface, lets define velocity field F, that specifies how contour points m ove in time. Based on application-specific physics such as tim e, position, norm al, curvature, and im age grad ien t, m agnitude will be specified. Then, the initial value for the level set function, 9 (x, y, t), based on initial contour will be computed. The value of 9 will be adjusted over the times and current contour defined by 9 (x(t), y(t))=0. Then, the iteration w ill be repeated until the convergence on the boundary of curve. The last obtained curve is the segm ented area and final level in level set calculation.
The algorith m of level set segm en tation m ethod is described as below: 1. Initialize the front g(0) 2. Compute 9 (x, y, 0) 3. Iterate: 9 (x, y, t + 1 ) = 9 (x, y, t) + A9 (x, y, t) until convergence 4. M ark the front g (tend)
M a and M anjunath [35] described that in im plem enta tion, under such a scheme, a front m ight stop evolving at a position of two equidistant edges. In this condition, even edge seems like a realistic option to evolve or stop moving. M oreover, if the zero level set is affected only by vectors of just one edge, situation will be worse and the whole set will fail into that edge. It might happened if the zero level set is very near to only one side of object in the image. To overcome this problem, introducing the norm al force is required. In other definition, generating the full vector field which covers the whole area and using only that is possible [36] .
In [1, 37] , they had two phases in segm entation, a train ing and a segm entation phase. In the training phase, segm en tatio n w as p erform ed on selected d elegate im ages m anually by using hierarchical level set region d etectio n [38]. The h ierarch ical level set is able to achieve autom atic segm entation. They used a patho logical energy function for applying the hierarchical level set segm entation. "T h e dental im ages divided in to fou r region s: the N orm al R eg ion (U N R ), the Potentially Abnorm al Region (UPAR), the Abnorm al R egion (UAR) and the Background R egion (U BR)". D uring the training phase, to separate the UABR from the rest of im age in hierarchical level set region detec tion at first, they used a level set function and then for separate AUR and UBR they used another level set function, and these results w ere used for train SVM classifier. Then, for each one of three regions (UNR, UPAR and U A BR), the coupled level set functions are used. The final segm entation obtained by evolution of these three level set curves under the functional is described in the follow ing Eqs: E = E(9 NR, 9 PAR, 9 ABR) -y1Elap+ Y2Egac (11) w here, g are constants.
The geodesic active contour (EGAC) and edge fu n c tional (Elap) are defined as:
e gac (C) = J t e dxdy
The edge functional (ELAP) was proposed in [39] where Kimmel shows that the Laplacian edge detector DI pro vides optimal edge integration with regard to a very natural geometric functional. These terms are defined as:
Segmentation Using Clustering Methods
where, g(x, y) is an inverse edge indicator function. As suggested in [40] , K is the m ean curvature of the level set functions, n is the unit vector normal to the curve and ds is the arc length along the curve C.
-P S E (9 ,)(L=1 H (9 ,) -!) 2 -Y 28e (9 ,u W here, u=Au-Kt \ Vu | and P is a constant. (14) However, effective, level set m ethods cannot be used directly in dental X-ray im ages due to several reasons: (1) vast of com putation; (2) com plexity of param eter settings; and (3) finding the initial contours are very sensitive where (a) the speed of the level set method highly depends on the size and position of initial curves as well as the complexity of objects, and also (b) in some conditions, coupled level set functions cannot converge the some placem ents of the initial contours. Figure 9 shows the result of this method.
Summary and Discussion of Level Set Method
This is the advantage of this m ethod w hich all the level sets produce a nice representation of regions and their boundaries on the pixel grid, without necessity of using com plex data structures. It con sid erably sim plifies optimization [41, 42] . For disadvantage of the level set m ethod, it is considerably a level set function that is restricted to the separation of two regions. As soon as more than two regions are considered, the level set idea loses parts of its attractiveness [43] . The result varies due to initial contour placem ent [28] .
Sim ilar to im age segm entation, clu stering involves dividing a set of objects into groups (clusters), so that objects from the same group are m ore similar to each other than objects from different groups, often similarity determined by a distance measure, such as the Euclidean distance or Mahalanobis distance [29] . Given a know n number of clusters K and num ber of data points N, the matrix U Kxn = [UKi], k = 1 ,..., k and i = 1 ,..., N These represent the partitions of the data set, where UKi describe the membership of data point xi in cluster Ck. The clustering is considered hard if UKi is either 1 (is a member of) or 0 (is not a member of), and is determined by Boolean membership functions. Let Vk be the centroid of the cluster Ck. Then, Vk can be calculated from
K-mean Clustering

K-m ean is unsupervised clustering technique that is also called hard c-means. The mem bership value UK i m ust satisfy
By defining the distance function dki, for example, the Euclidean distance is
Then, the task is to find U satisfies the membership con strains in (3) and minimizes 
A com m on w ay to find U is by u sing the iterative method that w as proposed by Lloyd [44] . The algorithm is described below: 1. Given num ber of clusters k, initiate centroid v k for each cluster k random ly or heuristically 2. Calculate each uki in membership m atrix U. uki = 1, if
x is closest to cluster k based on the selected distance measure d, otherwise uki = 0 3. Recalculate cluster centroid from U 4. Repeat 2-3 until all cluster centroid (or m atrix U) are unchanged since the last iteration [ Figure 10 ].
Summary and Discussion of Clustering Method
C lu sterin g m eth od s are su itab le for seg m en tin g a site w here the m eans of the intensity distribution of the tissue types are w ell separated [45] . It is able to detect sm all v ariatio n s in in ten sity valu e and also com binations of any grouping criteria can be used, and the sim p licity of clu sterin g alg o rith m is easy for im plem en tation [46] . "Sim ilarly , the draw backs are of how to determ ine the num ber of clusters and decrease the num bers of iteration" [47] . But here are some disadvantages of this m ethod: N oise could be interpreted as new segm ents; in corp oratin g spatial inform ation m akes it less general; the num ber of clus ters, k, m ust be specified by the user; and it is time consum ing and reduce the ability of full autom atically operation [48-51].
Segmentation Using Region Growing
The idea of region growing technique is to extract an image area or region which is connected based on some pre-defined conditions. The conditions can be based on the inform ation of edges or intensity in the image [52] . In its general w ay, the region growing requires a seed point which is m anually selected by an operator and extracts all the pixels connected to the initial seed based on some pre-defined conditions. "L ike thresholding, region growing is seldom used alone but usually within a set of image-processing operations, particularly for the delineation of small, simple structures such as tumours and lesions" [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] . There are some region growing methods which have differences in homogeneity criteria definition. The general algorithm of region growing is described below: Region_Growing (Input: Seed) 1. Region r = {seed} 2. W h ile r .n e ig h b o u rs ^ {} For e a ch v o x e l X in r.neighbours, if P(x, r) = true then add X to r End while 3. Return r
In th is alg o rith m , r is the reg io n that n eed s to be extracted. Based on homogeneities criteria, some region growing-based m ethods have been presented. In this algorithm , the fundam ental region-grow ing m ethod has been explained by evaluating the distance between voxel X and m ean of the region and presented by func tion P [59]. P is P(x, r) = |f(x) -^r | < T (18) W here, is the region's m ean of r and T is a threshold. Threshold can be selected m anually or using an auto mated method [ Figure 11 ].
The m ain disadvantage of region-grow ing method is that it needs m anual interaction to achieve the seed point. Split and merge is an algorithm related to region growing, but it does not require a seed point [59] . Region growing is very sensitive to noises and it might influ ence the extracted regions by demonstrating the holes or disconnections. However, the partial-volume effects m ay be able to connect the separate regions [60] . To overcome these problems, a "homotopic region-growing algorithm has been proposed that preserves the topology betw een an initial region and an extracted region" [61] . And also, fuzzy analogies to region growing have been developed [57, 62] . 
Summary and Discussion of Region Growing Method
The region growing is less sensitive to im age noise than thresholding m ethods because of the use of regional properties and the resulting segm entation is piece-wise continuous [63] . Som e reg io n hom ogeneity criteria involve thresholds as well [64] . However, if the region mean is used as the homogeneity measure, since it can be calculated efficiently, the threshold can be interactively to obtain a suitable segm entation [65] . This method perform s quite well w hen segmenting organs, such as teeth or bony structures, that have well-defined bound aries. Disadvantages of region growing are as follows:
Figure 11: Dental X-ray sample im age segm ented by region growing.
(1) Single segments that occur in more than one spatial location will not be accurately identified; (2) Incorrect pixels could be added to region w hile it is still small; and (3) The significance level, a (or tolerance t), must be specified by the user [66] .
Conclusion
This paper reviews and summarizes some existing meth ods of segm entation that have been applied on dental X-ray images. Due to the variety of dental X-ray images, it is not proper to decide to use one certain method for segm entation and it depends on the specific situation of images. The methods discussed in this paper are: thresh olding m ethods, active counter or snake m ethod, level set m ethods, clustering m ethods, and region-growing m ethod. The im portance of accuracy and assure of method is significant in medical application area. There fore, validation of segm entation is not only achieving the result, rather the accuracy, precision, assure, and computational speed of segmentation, as well as reduc ing the am ount of m anual interaction are considerable. Segm entation m ethods are specifically valuable in the area of computer-aided m edical diagnosis applications w here visualization of the parts w hich are difficult to identify by hum an vision is the critical com ponent. Table 1 C lu s te rin g S u ita b le fo r segm enting a site w h e re th e m ean s of the in te n sity d istrib u tio n of the tissu e types a re w e ll se p a ra ted .
D e tect sm a ll v a ria tio n s in in te n sity v a lu e . S im p lic it y of clu s te rin g a lg o rith m is e asy fo r im p lem en tatio n Region I t is less s e n sitiv e to im age n o ise . P e rfo rm q u ite w e ll when g ro w in g segm enting o rg a n s, such a s teeth o r bony s tru c tu re s , th a t have w e ll defined b ou n daries S e n s itiv e to im ag e a r t ifa c t s th a t a lt e r the tru e in te n sity d istrib u tio n Not su ita b le fo r n o isy im ages T h e re su lt of the m ethod is s e n sitiv e to th e re p lace m e n t of th e in itia l contour, as it is m a n u a lly p la ce d . P ro b le m s a sso c ia te d w ith in itia liz a tio n an d poor co n verg en ce to b o u n d ary c o n c a v itie s h as lim ite d its u tility I t is co n sid e ra b le th a t level set fu n ctio n is re stricte d to the se p a ra tio n of tw o reg io ns. A s soon a s m o re than two regions a r e co n sid e re d , the level set idea loses p a rts of its a ttra c tiv e n e s s . T h e re s u lt v a rie s due to in itia l co nto ur p lace m e n t N oise could be in terp re te d a s new se g m en ts. In c o rp o ra tin g s p a tia l in fo rm a tio n m a k e s it less g e n e ra l. N u m b er of c lu s te rs , k, m u st be specified by the u se r and its tim e consum ing S in g le segm ents th a t o c c u r in m o re th an one s p a tia l lo catio n w ill not be a c c u r a te ly id e n tifie d . In c o rr e c t p ix e ls could be added to region w h ile it is still s m a ll. T h e s ig n ific a n c e le ve l, a (o r to le ra n c e t) m u st be sp e cifie d by th e user disadvantages of segm entation approaches that have been used in X-ray im ages and Table 2 dem onstrates the accuracy of previous w orks on dental radiographs which shows the high perform ance of level-set method. 
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